UDIVING-Dive Center
http://www.udiving.pt

BILATERAL MEETINGS
Saturday 14 May 2016 (09:30 am - 10:45 am)
Saturday 14 May 2016 (11:15 am - 12:30 pm)

DESCRIPTION UDIVING is a diving school that is born from our passion for
the sea and the will to take the dive to everyone, children,
persons with disabilities to know this wonderful world. This
project began in 2011 based in Faro, dedicated to training in
recreational and technical diving area, following the
programs of PADI (Professional Association of Diving
Instructors) and DDI (Disabled Divers International) in 2012
started the UDIVING Albacora, based on Hotel Vila Gale
Albacora, in order to explore the rich waters of the eastern
Algarve. Licensed by IPDJ and Tourism of Portugal, Diving
Centre DDI Level 0, achieved in 2013 the title of PADI 5 Star
Dive Center and can now provide training from simple
baptism dive to the instructor level, taking the dive to
children, people disabled, all without exception.
ORGANIZATION TYPE Company
COUNTRY Portugal
CITY Faro, Rua Aboim Ascensão, 60 8000-198 Google map
AREAS OF ACTIVITIES ACTIVE AND NATURE TOURISM ACTIVITIES

Offer

TRY DIVE
The Discover Scuba Diving is a 2-hour program in the swimming pool where it enjoys the
sensation of breathing underwater.
Here we learn about basic safety guidelines and skills needed to dive under the direct
supervision of a professional PADI, diving equipment that we use to dive and how easy it is to
move around underwater with your equipment, the feeling to breathe underwater and key skills
that you will use for each scuba diving.
To sign up for this experience must have at least 8 years of age and desire to have fun.

Offer

FUN DIVES
After completing one of the dive courses, you can venture out and experience the underwater
world. This program allows to make known not only a hidden world of the places we visit as
many divers from around the world with their experiences and stories. You will discover that
each region has different seabed and different species of living beings.

Offer

SCUBA DIVING COURSES
To reap the full dive, nothing is better than knowing the underwater world personally. To this
you have diving courses, where we can do courses to experience a dive in the sea (Discover
Scuba Diving), courses to become an autonomous diver (PADI Open Water Diver) and courses
for divers who want to increase their skills both recreational and professional level (PADI
Advanced Open Water Diver, Diving Specialty Courses, among others).

